The latest edition of this popular guidebook on the Big Apple features new and updated visitor attractions, museums, hotels, restaurants, and clubs for one of the worlds most exciting destinations. Travel information tips for Manhattan and the boroughs are all newly revised, and new in this latest edition is information including features on night and day in NYC, NYC rooms with a view, sports in New York, the NYC marathon, and a gourmets guide to food in Manhattan. The book outlines detailed various walks in Manhattan and Brooklyn, including a Greenwich Village walk in Bob Dylans footsteps, complete with maps and reservation information. Also included are features on New York Theater, the High Line, and the Harlem Renaissance, along with great activities to make you feel like a native New Yorker, such catching the solar spectacle known to locals as Manhattanhenge. There is also a section on visiting Ground Zero and the 9/11 Memorial, a list of best books to read while in New York, and a playlist of great songs featuring the city that never sleeps: the perfect soundtrack for your visit.
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